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Quality Craftsmanship since 1878

A historical tradition of high quality coffins and caskets

Quality Craftsmanship Since 1878
Though customs have changed since this business was founded in 1878, one thing
has remained constant - a strict adherence to our policy of quality.
To ensure this, men of many years experience in cabinet making and wood
finishing, hand build each coffin and casket and bring out the grain, so
producing a luxurious finish that bespeaks of high quality.
The beauty of the memory picture is further enhanced by the rich
interior materials, in colourings that reflect natural tints. These are
harmoniously blended to create a completely satisfying ensemble.
In every detail from the treatment of the fine timbers and the
selected fabrics, to the perfection of finish and needlework, the
Cartmell & Barlow coffins and caskets truly serve their purpose in
providing ultimate beauty and in creating goodwill for the funeral
director, by enabling them to supply a coffin or casket that enhances
their reputation.
Our exclusive range of coffins and caskets are only available through your
chosen funeral director.

www.cartmellandbarlow.co.uk

Oakwood Range
OAKWOOD PREMIER
The Cartmell and Barlow Premier range of coffins are
manufactured from high quality solid oak wood sourced
from within the UK or high quality oak veneers.
In this brochure you will find a wide range of styles
including traditional English coffins with a high gloss
finish. Our Design series brings a fresh contemporary twist
for the modern world.
We hope that within this brochure you will find the
perfect choice that honours the memory of your loved
one, knowing that each coffin is created with exceptional
craftsmanship and attention to detail.

OAKWOOD

CLASSIC
EXECUTIVE
DESIGN
BASIC

4-7
8-11
13-17
12, 18-19

The Classic and Design range are available in either solid
oak or oak veneer.
The Design range can be personalised, please talk to your
funeral director to explore your options.
The Executive range are all made from solid oak or
mahogany.
The Basic range are only available in oak veneer.
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The Durham
A quality manufactured oak coffin with flat sides and lid, with
double butt jointed moulds to the base and lid. Shown here
with electroplated brass finish handles and wreath holders.
Available in veneer or solid oak, medium, natural
or a two tone finish, as shown.
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The Lincoln
A quality oak coffin with side panels and a traditionally hand
crafted cover lid. Finished with double butt jointed interlocking
moulds. Shown with brass finished Oscar handles and matching
wreath holders.
Available in veneer or solid oak, natural or medium finish as shown.
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The Warwick
A traditional styled, hand crafted oak
coffin with raised centre shield, supported
on solid oak lift moulds, radius shoulders,
double butt jointed interlocking moulds
and is hand finished to the highest
standard. Shown with electroplated brass
finish Celtic handles, matching wreath
holders and engraved nameplate.
Available in veneer or solid oak, natural finish
as shown or medium finish.

Solid oak lift moulds.

Radius lift moulds.

Interlocking moulds.
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The Westminster
A traditional styled, hand crafted oak
coffin with raised centre shield supported
on solid oak lift moulds, radius shoulders,
double butt jointed interlocking moulds
and is hand finished to the highest
standard. Shown with electroplated brass
finish Oscar handles and matching wreath
holders.
Available in veneer or solid oak, natural finish
as shown or medium finish.

Pressed panel sides.

Radius shoulders.

Solid oak lift moulds.
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The Canterbury Casket
The finest Mahogany casket, traditionally hand crafted and
fully hand polished with a hinged double raised lid and fluted
corner moulds. Fitted with extended bar handles, wreath holders
and complemented with the highest quality hand finished satin
interior which is available in a choice of colours.
Also available with a 1/3 to 2/3 split lid.
Available in natural oak, medium oak or
mahogany as shown.
Opulent interior and exterior.
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The Canterbury Casket - Interior
Available with the highest quality hand finished satin interior
which is available in a choice of colours with a fitted luxury
satin interior, quilted pillow and coverlet.
Available in ivory, blue, pink and oyster.
IVORY

PINK

BLUE

OYSTER
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The Corona Casket

A superior quality solid oak casket encompassing over 100
years of craftsmanship and traditional skills, producing a
hand finished casket with raised cover shield, matching deep
base moulds and radius corners facilitating flush fitting of the
extended bar handles.
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The Corona Casket - Interior
The interior consists of hand finished rich velvet side set,
inlaid with individual hand sewn satin interior, pillow and
cover. The very best of finish for the discerning client.
Please talk to your funeral director to explore your options.
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The Peterborough
A quality finished plain oak veneer coffin with butt jointed
ash moulds, shown here with Yorkrem handles, matching
wreath holders and inscribed nameplate.

Butt jointed moulds
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The Poppyfields

The poppyfields coffin has been beautifully designed with a poppy scene running along
the base. The high quality finished oak veneer coffin with ash moulds is complemented
by either rope or wooden handles and wooden wreath holders. Can also be purchased
as a carcass only.
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The Meadowgrass
The Meadowgrass coffin has been
beautifully designed with a calming
meadow scene running along the base
which is perfectly matched with delicate
butterflies on the lid
of the coffin.
The high quality finished oak veneer
coffin with ash moulds is complemented
by either rope or wooden handles and
wooden wreath holders.
Can also be purchased as a carcass only.
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The Last Supper
The Last Supper coffin has been designed with the decorative ‘Last Supper’ design along each side of the coffin enhancing the
high quality finished oak veneer coffin with solid ash moulds. Shown here with Celtic handles, matching wreath holders and
nameplate.
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The Butterfly of Peace
The Butterfly of Peace is a traditional oak veneered coffin with flat sides and lid, solid ash moulds to the base and lid.
The butterfly design has been beautifully designed to capture the peaceful presence of butterflies. Shown here with gold
effect Yorkrem handles and wreath holders.
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The Melody
The Melody coffin has been designed for those with a passion for music. The decorative musical design down each side of
the coffin allows for a unique and personal memory for loved ones. The high quality finished oak veneer coffin with solid ash
mouldings. Shown here with gold effect Yorkrem handles and wreath holders.
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The Coventry
Traditional oak veneered coffin with flat sides and an elegant solid wood detail on the lid, edged with solid double ash moulds
to the base and lid. Shown in a natural oak finish, also available in a rich medium finish, with a choice of fittings and handles.
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The Enviro
The Enviro coffin is a traditionally structured natural oak veneered coffin with flat sides and lid, solid ash moulds
to the base and lid. Shown here fitted with rope handles. Natural timber nameplate available if required.
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